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Part # LJ-CF1 Chrysler "RE" Governor solenoid and 1st gear TCC Conversion 
This kit was specifically designed to improve the reliability of the Governor solenoid in normal 

use and to handle higher base pressure in High performance applications. This kit also provides 

a hydraulic connection to the Forward Clutch, so 1st gear Lock-up is possible on 1997-2002 models. 

 This kit can be used with the 1st Gear TCC E-kit which is a add-on electronic TCC engagement 
controller also available from your local distributer. (See Figure 6) 

CAUTION: This kit must be used on vehicles that use a performance “Chip” that have the 
ability to “Turn OFF engine management.” This is especially true on 2000 and up 

models, as the Control modules are quick to see a problem with the TCC being on when 
it is not commanded on, which can cause “TCC stuck ON” codes, which can cause a 

limp mode condition causing 3rd gear starts. 

DNJ Components Highly recommends the use of a Multi-Plate Torque Converter as 1st Gear 

Torque Converter Application is very hard on Torque Converters. We also highly recommend 
a valve body reprogramming kit, which increases TCC apply pressure.  
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1. Remove the transmission pan and dis-connect the two connectors for the previous design Governor Pressure    

solenoid and Governor Pressure Sensor/transducer as shown in Figure 1. 

2. Remove the Four 7/16 headed bolts, the two 25torx bolts and remove the previous design manifold and     
gasket, also shown in Figure 1.  
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Figure 1 

3. Lubricate "O"-ring and Install the Governor pressure sensor/transducer into the manifold supplied. 

    Note: there are two versions as shown in Figure 2. The First version requires a retaining clip. (Note: discard     
the retainer and allen bolt when installing First version Governor pressure sensor/transducer). The Second     
version (2000 and up) is retained into the manifold with the new retainer and allen bolt supplied. Install new     
gasket supplied onto manifold. It is highly recommended to install a NEW Governor pressure sensor/trans    
ducer when replacing the Governor pressure solenoid. 
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Figure 2 

4. Remove 13 lower valve body, and shorter bracket screws with a 25 torx bit. Remove Boost tube. Remove    
the lower valve body from the lower channel plate and remove and discard the lower spacer plate. Remove     
the ECE check ball from the lower channel plate. Remove and discard the three screws retaining the TCC-OD     
solenoid assembly, remove the old gasket, and put the solenoid assembly to the side. (See Figure 3) 

5. Install new TCC-OD solenoid manifold and supplied gaskets onto the lower valve body and retain with the     
three new screws and torque to 35 in.lb. (Note: Start all three bolts but do not tighten the bolt closest to the     
feed tube opening as shown in Figure 3). Install the ECE check ball back into the lower channel plate.     
Install the new lower spacer plate onto the lower channel plate and install the lower valve body onto the lower     
channel plate. Align the lower valve body and lower spacer plate and install the 13 lower valve body screws   
and the boost tube retainer, start all screws including the shorter bracket screw before tightening. Once all the     
screws have been started, torque them all to 35 in.lb. Install the boost tube and bend the boost tube retainer     
back in place.  (See Figure 3)   
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4. Install the new manifold onto the valve body and install the four new bolts supplied. Torque bolts to  

    100 in.lbs. or 12 Nm. (Note: The previous bracket and torx bolts are no longer used). Re-connect the     
Governor pressure sensor/transducer and connect the new pig-tail supplied to the two-terminal connector      
for the Governor pressure solenoid. Rotate the solenoid towards the filter and tuck the new harness above     
the filter edge as shown below in Figure 4. Remove the TCC-OD solenoid retaining bolt that was only     
started, and install the spacer end of the new feed tube into the TCC-OD solenoid manifold.  
    (See Figure 3 also) 

    Install the other end of the feed tube into the Governor pressure solenoid manifold and install the bolts     
thru the brackets and torque both retaining screws to 35 in.lb. Re-install the transmission pan and refill     
with fluid.  

 

Figure 4 

4. Refer to Figure 5 below to locate the Lock-up ground wire at either the PCM or at the transmission. Once     
this wire is located and opened, the wire on the transmission side can be manually grounded to achieve     
Lock-up in any forward range. Refer to the first page for recommendations on Torque Converter type     and 
refer to Figure 6 for the optional and highly recommended electronic controller from DNJ Components. 

CAUTION: 
TCC application is capable in any forward range. When the TCC solenoid is grounded it will be necessary to remove the 

ground when coming to a stop or engine stall will occur. 
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Chrysler "46-48RE" 1st Gear Torque Converter Apply Electronic Controller 

This kit was specifically designed to give the driver the ability of manually selecting 

Torque Converter Clutch Application in 1st gear for Towing and/or High performance applications. 

NOTE: This Electronic Control Module can be used as a standalone module on 48RE models, as they are 
hydraulically capable of having 1ts gear TCC.  
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